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ABSTRACT
Many phone vendors use Android as their underlying OS, but often
extend it to add new functionality and to make it compatible with
their specific phones. When a new version of Android is released,
phone vendors need to merge or re-apply their customizations and
changes to the new release. This is a difficult and time-consuming
process, which often leads to late adoption of new versions. In this
paper, we perform an empirical study to understand the nature
of changes that phone vendors make, versus changes made in the
original development of Android. By investigating the overlap of
different changes, we also determine the possibility of having auto-
mated support for merging them. We develop a publicly available
tool chain, based on a combination of existing tools, to study such
changes and their overlap. As a proxy case study, we analyze the
changes in the popular community-based variant of Android, Lin-
eageOS, and its corresponding Android versions. We investigate
and report the common types of changes that occur in practice. Our
findings show that 83% of subsystems modified by LineageOS are
also modified in the next release of Android. By taking the nature
of overlapping changes into account, we assess the feasibility of
having automated tool support to help phone vendors with the
Android update problem. Our results show that 56% of the changes
in LineageOS have the potential to be safely automated.
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• Software and its engineering→ Software evolution;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Google’s open-source mobile operating system (OS), Android, is
used by the majority of phone vendors [11] and currently has ap-
proximately 80% of the market share of smart phones around the
world [42]. Using the Android Open Source Project (AOSP), phone
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vendors are able to access Android’s source code, and can imple-
ment their own device specifications and drivers [1]. Since Android
is open source, phone vendors can add their own enhancements,
including new hardware capabilities and new software features.
When a new version of AOSP is released, phone vendors need to
obtain the new version and re-apply their modifications to it. Due to
the complexity of this task, the majority of devices that use Android
may not run on the most recent version right away. Based on data
collected by Google in July 2017 [4], 27% of Android-based devices
run an Android version that is at least three years old, which is
especially problematic for security updates [39, 40].
The process of re-applying changes from an independently mod-
ified version of Android to a newer version of Android is a time-
consuming and manually intensive task. This process can be viewed
as a general software merging problem: we want to merge the
changes made by vendors with the changes made by Android devel-
opers. However, unlike common merge scenarios in practice, there
is no systematic reuse mechanism like branching or forking: vendor
modifications are applied in a different repository independent of
changes made by Android developers. While developers can use
a mix of Application Programming Interface (API) migration and
software merging tools to help them with the process, we are not
aware of any single off-the-shelf tool that can be used to automati-
cally accomplish this merging task. However, before attempting to
automate this task, we argue that we first need to understand the
changes that vendors make versus those that Android developers
make, and whether these changes overlap.
In this paper, we focus on understanding the nature of the
changes that occur in a large software system such as Android
when compared to an independently modified version of it. If we
understand the nature of the changes on a semantic level (e.g., add
method argument), we can identify current tools and techniques
that can address them, or identify technology gaps that need to be
filled. We focus on the Java parts of AOSP since Google recently
announced the introduction of Project Treble [12, 29] which al-
lows easier update of the hardware-specific parts implemented in C
through a new architecture of these layers. However, this does not
solve the problem of vendor-specific Java changes in AOSP itself.
Since we do not currently have access to proprietary vendor-
specific code, we use a popular community-based variant of An-
droid, LineageOS, as a proxy for a vendor-based version of Android.
For each subsystem in AOSP, we track the method-level changes
in the source code using a combination of existing code-evolution
analysis tools: SourcererCC [35], ChangeDistiller [22], and Refac-
toringMiner [36]. We are interested in changes in two directions.
First, between an old version of Android and its subsequent new
version. Second, between the old version of Android and the inde-
pendently modified LineageOS version that is based on that old
Android version. We use the term comparison scenario to describe
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the combination of these three versions. For each comparison sce-
nario, we first analyze the types of changes that have occurred. We
then analyze the intersection of the two computed sets of changes
to estimate the proportion of changes that can potentially be auto-
mated. Specifically we answer the following research questions:
RQ1 Which parts of Android are frequently modified in AOSP vs.
LineageOS? In each comparison scenario analyzed, there
are at least two common subsystems between LineageOS
and Android in their corresponding lists of top five most-
changed subsystems. This suggests that both systems often
need to apply many changes to the same subsystems.
RQ2 What are the overlapping types of changes between AOSP and
LineageOS modifications? We find that the majority of Lin-
eageOS changes (avg: 50.19%, median 49.46%) change a given
method body, while Android does not modify that method.
On the other hand, we find that an average of 16.08% (me-
dian: 16.20%) of LineageOS changes modify a given method
body that Android also modifies in the new version.
RQ3 How feasible is it to automatically re-apply LineageOS changes
to AOSP? By considering the semantics of the different changes,
we find that on average, 56% of LineageOS changes have the
potential to be automated when integrating AOSP’s changes.
However, for 28% of the cases, developer input would be
needed. The automation feasibility of the remaining 16%
depends on the specifics of the change.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research paper
to discuss the Android update problem, i.e., the problem of
integrating vendor-specific changes with AOSP updates.
• An empirical study of the changes that occur in the eight
latest release of LineageOS versus their AOSP counterparts.
• A breakdown of the overlap between these changes and
the feasibility of automation for each category, including a
discussion of the suitability of current tooling for the task.
• Open-source tool chain [7] that integrates existing tools to
identify method-level change sets and automates the overlap
analysis. While this paper focuses on one case study, our tool
chain can be applied to other community based or vendor-
specific Android variants, as well as other Java systems.
2 BACKGROUND
Android Architecture.The Android source-tree architecture con-
sists of several layers [1]. Each layer has a different functionality
and is written in a specific language. The lowest layer is the Linux
Kernel level. Phone vendors are expected to include device dri-
vers for their hardware in this layer. On top of the Linux Kernel,
there is the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL). This layer defines
a standard interface for hardware vendors to implement and al-
lows Android to be agnostic to lower-level driver implementations.
Phone vendors are responsible for interaction between the HAL
implementation and their device drivers in the Kernel layer.
While development in HAL and the Linux Kernel are done in
C/C++, higher-level layers such as the Android System Services
and the Application Framework use Java. Phone vendors may apply
changes to these layers for various reasons, such as adding new
functionality or building their ecosystem’s look and feel.
The Android source code is maintained in multiple repositories
that collectively build up the source-tree. A list of these repositories
is maintained in a repository called Android Platform Manifest [3].
Android Subsystems.To understand which OS parts are modified,
it would be useful to divide the Android source code into different
subsystems. In application development for Android, each folder
that contains an AndroidManifest.xml file is compiled and built into
a .apk file, which is later installed on the phone. Conveniently, all
parts of Android that are implemented in Java are considered as
apps, meaning that they have an AndroidManifest.xml file in their
source and are packaged into .apk files. Considering this fact, we
decided to define the notion of an Android Java subsystem as a
folder that contains an AndroidManifest.xml file.
LineageOS.Because phone vendors do not make the source code
of their customized Android OS version publicly available, we need
a proxy for a vendor-specific Android variant. There are a number
of community-based Android OS variants available. Since most of
them are open source, it is possible to use them as a proxy for a mod-
ified vendor-specific version of Android for our research purposes.
LineageOS [5, 24] is a popular alternative operating system for
devices running Android. It offers features and options that are not
a part of the Android OS distributed by phone vendors. These fea-
tures include native Android user interface, CPU overclocking and
performance enhancement, root access, more customization options
over various parts of the user interface, etc. In 2015, LineageOS had
more than 50 million active users [24] and a community of more
than 1,000 developers. It it actually a continuation of Cyanogen-
Mod, a project that was discontinued in December 2016 and that
continued under the new name, LineageOS.
3 RELATEDWORK
We divide related work into four categories: software evolution,
API migration, software merging, and software product lines.
Software Evolution.A lot of work focused on identifying types
of changes that occur during software evolution [25], with varying
goals and underlying techniques. For example, Van Rysselberghe
and Demeyer [41] use clone detection to identify method moves.
Xing and Stroulia [43] develop UMLDiff, which compares UML
models to produce structural change-trees. However, they cannot
detect changes within method bodies. Kim et al. [26, 27] describe
code changes between two versions of a program as first-order
relation logic rules. They also cannot detect changes within method
bodies. Our work combines several existing tools and techniques,
such as ChangeDistiller [22], SourcerCC [35], and Refactor-
ingMiner [36] to get a comprehensive set of method-level changes.
APImigration. The techniques used to identify changes during
software evolution have often been used as a basis for updating
client projects if a library API they use changes. For example, Xing
and Stroulia [44] develop Diff-CatchUp based on UMLDiff to
automatically recognize API changes and propose plausible re-
placements to obsolete APIs. Similarly, Dagenais and Robillard [18]
develop SemDiff, which tracks and analyzes the evolution of a
framework to infer high-level changes and recommend adaptive
changes to client applications. Previous work showed that API mi-
gration is a prevalent problem in Android, where app developers do
not generally keep up with the pace of API updates and often use
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outdated APIs [31]. Linares-Vásquez et al. [28] also study Android’s
public APIs and find out that using unstable and fault-prone APIs
negatively impact the success of Android apps. There are similar
additional studies on Android public APIs [31]. Our work does not
focus only on updates to public APIs used by clients, but rather
involves analyzing the evolution of independently maintained ver-
sions of a piece of software.
Software Merging.With branch-based or fork-based develop-
ment in version-control systems, such as git, merging different
branches or forks can often cause conflicts. A lot of work has been
dedicated to improving software merging to enable automatic res-
olution of textual or syntactic conflicts. We briefly discuss some
recent related work, but refer the reading to the work by Tom
Mens [32] for a detailed survey on software merging.
To reduce conflicts, some researchers proposed continuously run-
ning or merging developer changes in the background to warn de-
velopers about potential conflicts before they actually occur [17, 23].
Semi-structured merge has been proposed by Apel et al. [14] as a
way to reduce syntactic conflicts by leveraging some of the language
semantics. To identify semantic merge conflicts that lead to build
or test failure, Nguyen et al. [33] propose using variability-aware
execution to simultaneously run the test suite on all possible combi-
nations of changes and identify combinations that may result in test
failures. Our analysis lies at a level between traditional syntactic
and semantic merge conflicts: we go beyond simple overlapping
textual changes and look at overlapping semantic changes taking
the nature of the change into account. However, we do not actually
execute any merging to asses its impact on build or test failure.
Software Product Lines (SPLs). The idea of consolidating in-
dependently evolved versions of a software system is also related to
the SPL domain. Various studies and tools have been proposed
to identify commonalities and variability between source code
of multiple software versions and consolidate them in an SPL
(e.g., [19], [21], [20]). As opposed to traditional merging, the goal
with SPLs is to integrate the variants but keep them configurable
such that it is possible to choose any of the existing behavior.
Finally, we would like to note that there is existing work that
studies techniques and requirements for providing a dynamically
updatable operating system [15, 16]. Obviously, if Google decides to
change the Android architecture to support such dynamic updates
on all levels of the OS, then the problem would be solved. However,
in our work, we look at the current state of the Android OS and
address the Android update problem from the perspective of phone
vendors, not from the perspective of the OS owners.
4 METHODOLOGY AND TOOL CHAIN
Figure 1 shows the relation between the evolution of LineageOS
with respect to AOSP. A new LineageOS version is created based
on a given Android version, Android Old (AO) in this case. De-
velopers then evolve this LineageOS version to add their own
customization to the original Android version it is based on. The
final state of these customizations would be in the latest commit
of LineageOS (LinOS). Simultaneously, Android developers are
modifying Android to eventually release a new version, Android
New (AN ). We call the group of three versions required to com-
pare Android changes to the LineageOS changes (i.e., AO, AN , and
Figure 1: An overview of a comparison scenario in a given
subsystem. The three versions within the dashed area are
those used in the comparison scenario.
LinOS) a comparison scenario. These three versions are surrounded
by the dashed box in Figure 1. For each comparison scenario, we
identify all subsystems that belong to AO and track their evolution
through AOSP and LineageOS changes. We focus on changes at
the method level, because the method-level provides a concrete and
self-contained granularity level that we can reason about, and it
has been used in many software evolution studies [25].
Figure 2 shows the steps we follow in our tool chain in order
to analyze a comparison scenario. It consists of three main steps
that are applied to each subsystem in the comparison scenario. We
now explain each of these steps. Our tool chain, which is a combi-
nation of pertaining third-party tools and some custom tooling, is
implemented in Java and Python and is available online [7].
4.1 Step 1: Identify All Methods
We use Spoon [34] to generate the Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) of
all Java files in the three versions of a subsystem. Using the ASTs,
we extract a signature for each method that uniquely identifies it.
This gives us a set of all methods in each of the three versions of a
subsystem.
4.2 Step 2: Populate Changesets
We call the set of method changes between two given versions
of a subsystem a changeset. In this step, we want to populate two
changesets, one between AO and AN and one between AO and
LinOS. Our tooling receives the AO, AN , and LinOS versions of a
subsystem as input and populates these two changesets. We now
describe the type of changes a method can undergo and the tooling
we use to detect the change. When discussing the changes, we
break down methods into signature and body. A method signature
includes the package and class it is located in, its name, arguments,
and return type. The method body is the implementation of the
method. Changes to these two entities are not mutually exclusive,
however, meaning that a method could be changed in both ways.
Identical Methods are those that do not have any changes in
neither their signature nor body. To identify identical methods, we
use SourcererCC [35], a token-based clone detection tool. It has a
high reported rate of 90% recall (100% for certain benchmarks) and
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Figure 2: An overview of our tool chain for identifying and comparing changes in a comparison scenario. Each square corre-
sponds to a step and the oval below it is the tool used in that step.
83% precision. We configure it with 100% similarity threshold to
look for exact clone pairs on the function level.
RefactoringChanges.Generally speaking, a refactoring change
is a change that does not semantically alter the source code. In
refactoring changes, the method signature is changed, although the
body could be the same, depending on the type of refactoring. We
consider the most common types of refactorings:
• Method Move: A method’s class or package is changed.
• Method Rename: A method’s name is changed.
• Method Inline:Amethod is removed and its body is moved
to the place it was originally called from.
• Method Extraction: Part of a method (m1) is moved to a
newly created method (m2), andm2 is called fromm1.
• ArgumentRename:Amethod argument’s name is changed.
• Argument Reorder: The order of arguments is changed.
We use RefactoringMiner [36] to detect refactoring changes
at the method level between different versions of a subsystem.
RefactoringMiner has a reported recall and precision rate of 93%
and 98%, respectively, which is fairly high compared to other similar
tools. RefactoringMiner can detect the first four refactorings in the
above list, but does not detect argument rename or reorder. To
detect these two types of refactorings, we use ChangeDistiller [22],
which extracts source code changes based on tree differencing.
ArgumentChanges.There are other types of argument changes
that would not be considered as refactoring changes. These include
adding a new argument or deleting one, as well as changing an
argument’s type. We use ChangeDistiller [22] to detect these three
types of argument changes and add them to the respective change-
sets under the argument change category. The reported precision
and recall rates of ChangeDistiller are also fairly high, 78% and 98%
for recall and precision respectively [22].
Body-only Changes. A method could have changed between
two versions of a subsystem, but does not belong to any of the
above categories. We already covered changes that can only affect
a method’s signature (method move, method rename, argument
rename, and argument reorder) or both its signature and body
(method inline, method extraction, and argument changes). Body-
only changes include methods that have the exact same signature
between two versions of their subsystem, but have modified bodies.
For each of the two changesets, we implement our own tooling
to search for methods in the AO version of the subsystem that have
not been paired with a method in the related version. Between
these unmatched methods, we look for pairs with matching signa-
tures. Such pairs of methods will definitely have different bodies;
otherwise, they would be identical and would have been discovered
by SourcererCC when identifying identical methods. We add such
methods to the body-only change category.
UnmatchedMethods.Given two versions of a system, amethod
that exists in the old version might have undergone large changes
that prevent existing tools from matching it with the correspond-
ing method in the new version. The method could have also been
simply deleted. We use a simplified heuristic where if we exhaust
our search for a match for a method by going through all the above
change types, we categorize this method as unmatched.
4.3 Step 3: Map Changesets
After acquiring the two changesets AO to AN and AO to LinOS, we
develop custom tooling that maps the changes with similar signa-
tures in AO from one changeset to the other. This mapping allows
us to understand the extent and nature of overlapping changes. Ta-
ble 1 shows the potential overlapping changes to the same method,
by considering all the possible combinations of changes. Column
and row labels represent types of changes in each changeset.
The next step is to understand if integrating each category of
overlapping change can be automated. To determine this, we con-
sider the nature of the changes and categorize each cell based on
the possibility of automatically integrating both changes. Green
cells indicate that automation is possible. Red cells indicate cases
where the developer’s input is needed. Yellow cells indicate poten-
tial problems: depending on the details of the change, automation
may or may not be possible. We have not included the identical
change type between AO and LinOS in the table, because there are
no changes to apply on AN for those methods. It is worth mention-
ing that by discussing automation possibility, we are not suggesting
that an off-the-shelf tool exists that can already fully automate the
integration or the merge. We are suggesting that given the nature
of the changes and state-of-the-art tools, it is possible to develop
a tool chain that utilizes a combination of techniques in order to
automatically merge these change types.
We start by discussing our reasoning across the first row, last
row, and last column of Table 1 as they have the same color across. If
a method in AN is identical to AO, then we can safely automatically
apply any change from LinOS. This is why the whole first row is
green, with the exception of the last cell. This leads us to discussing
the last row and last column. If a given method is unmatched in
either changesets, then we conservatively assume that this is an
integration that cannot be automated, and mark the cell as red. The
simplest example is if the method gets deleted in one changeset but
not the other. However, there may be more complicated types of
changes that our tooling could not map. Therefore, we choose the
more conservative assumption that these changes cannot be safely
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Table 1: Mappings of changesets and the feasibility of automation in a comparison scenario
AO→LinOS Changeset
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Method Rename Possible Might Be Possible Not Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Not Possible
Method Inline Not Possible Not Possible Might Be Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Possible Not Possible
Method Extract Not Possible Possible Not Possible Might Be Possible Possible Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible
Argument Rename Possible Possible Not Possible Possible Might Be Possible Possible Might Be Possible Might Be Possible Possible Possible Not Possible
Argument Reorder Possible Possible Not Possible Possible Possible Might Be Possible Not Possible Not Possible Possible Possible Not Possible
Argument Add Possible Possible Not Possible Not Possible Might Be Possible Not Possible Might Be Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible
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Argument Type Change Possible Possible Not Possible Not Possible Possible Possible Not Possible Not Possible Might Be Possible Not Possible Not Possible
Body-only Possible Possible Possible Not Possible Possible Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Might Be Possible Not Possible
Unmatched Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible Not Possible
automated. Note that with the exception of the cell in the bottom
right corer, all cells across the diagonal are marked as yellow, since
if the same type of change is applied in both change sets, the feasi-
bility of automation depends on the particular case. For example, if
both change sets include an argument or method rename, then the
integration of the changes can be automated if both change sets
used the same destination name. On the other hand, if the destina-
tion names are different, then developer intervention is needed to
decide which name to choose. We now discuss our reasoning for
the color choice of the remaining cells, column by column, without
repeating the reasoning for the first row, last row, last column, and
diagonal in the table.
AO→ LinOSMethodMove. This column looks at cases where
the method was moved in LinOS. If the method was inlined in AN ,
then it no longer exists and thus cannot be automatically moved,
resulting in a red cell. If part of the method was extracted in AN ,
then a tool cannot automatically decide whether it should create
the extracted method in the same location as that in AN or if the
extracted method should also be moved to the new location in
LinOS. Because this requires the developer’s decision, we color this
cell red. If the arguments or body of the corresponding method in
AN are changed, the move change from LinOS could still be easily
applied in AN since the move operation does not interfere with
any of these types of changes.
AO→ LinOS Method Rename. This change is very similar to
Method Move. Thus, the coloring of most cells follows the same
reasoning. The only exception is Method Extract in AN . If a method
was extracted in AN and was renamed in LinOS, a tool will not face
the same question about where should it move the extracted part.
The method will be extracted in the same location as AN and then
renamed similar to LinOS, thus this cell is colored green. When
automating the integration of this change to AN , all calls to the
method in AN should also be updated.
AO→ LinOS Method Inline. If a method is inlined in LinOS,
it means that its body was copied to all its call sites that existed in
AO, and the method itself has been removed. In this change, the
implementation of the method is not altered, therefore, if there has
been a body-only change inAN , we can still apply this change to the
inlined code. However, any other type of change in AN that alters
the method’s signature cannot be easily automatically integrated.
For example, assume that some argument got removed from the
method’s signature, applying this change to the inlined body of
the method may not be that straightforward since it would require
removing parts of the code in which the old method got inlined, an
operation that is best left to the developer’s judgment. The same
logic applies to the methods that were inlined in AN , hence the
(AO→ AN Method Inline) row is also mostly red.
AO→ LinOS Method Extract. This change occurs when part
of the method’s implementation in AO is moved to a newly created
method in LinOS. If the method is moved in AN , a tool would not
be able to automatically determine where to create the extracted
method and the choice depends on the developer’s decision. Since
method extract affects a method’s body, a tool would not be able to
automatically apply the change in cases where AN also altered the
body (those marked in red). All the other change categories do not
alter a method’s body, and thus, can be automatically integrated.
AO → LinOS Argument Rename. Argument renames can
be automatically reapplied to AN in most cases. The only excep-
tions are when an argument is added or removed in AN , since the
changed argument could potentially have the same name of the
renamed argument in LinOS. We mark these cases as yellow.
AO→ LinOS Argument Reorder. This change type is similar
to the previous argument rename. The only difference is when
a new argument is added or removed in AN . In this case, a tool
cannot automatically determine how to reorder the arguments in
the presence of a new argument or absence of a previously present
argument. We mark both these cases as red.
AO→ LinOS Argument Add and Remove.We discuss both
these columns together since their reasoning is similar. When a
new argument is added or an old one is deleted, a method’s body is
often altered as well to reflect the change. Therefore, if the method
body is also modified in AN through any type of change, it is not
possible to automatically reapply the changes from both change
sets. If an argument is renamed in AN , it would be a problem if the
same argument is removed in LinOS. We will face a similar problem
if the new argument name in AN is the same as the new argument
added in LinOS. Hence, we mark both these cases as yellow.
AO→ LinOS Argument Type Change.We assume that when
an argument type change happens in LinOS, the body is also changed.
Argument type changes can be automatically reapplied for changes
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Table 2: Java subsystems in each comparison scenario
Comparison scenario AO AN LinOS # of subsystems
CS1 4.2.2_r1 4.3.1_r1 cm-10.1 208
CS2 4.3.1_r1 4.4.4_r1 cm-10.2 219
CS3 4.4.4_r2 5.0.2_r1 cm-11.0 275
CS4 5.0.2_r1 5.1.1_r1 cm-12.0 346
CS5 5.1.1_r37 6.0.1_r1 cm-12.1 355
CS6 6.0.1_r81 7.0.0_r1 cm-13.0 381
CS7 7.0.0_r14 7.1.2_r1 cm-14.0 392
CS8 7.1.2_r36 8.0.0_r1 cm-14.1 398
in AN that only affect the method’s signature, i.e. method rename,
method move, and argument reorder. Although argument rename
in AN mostly likely changes the method body, a tool can still au-
tomatically reapply the argument type change in LinOS, because
argument rename is merely a refactoring change than can be reap-
plied even if other parts of the body are changed. Other change
types in AN involve non-trivial changes in the method’s body that
are likely to cause conflicts with argument type change in LinOS.
AO→ LinOS Body-only. The reasoning for this change type
is very similar to the previous case, since we assume an argument
type change also means a change in the method’s body. The only
difference is for the case where the method is inlined in AN . The
body-only change from LinOS can be re-applied by simply removing
the old inlined version of the method and re-performing the inline
operation with the new body from LinOS.
5 EVALUATION SETUP
Identifying comparison scenarios.We consider the eight latest Lin-
eageOS versions in our evaluation. To setup a comparison scenario,
we need the AOSP version each LineageOS version is based on and
the subsequent version of AOSP that it will need to be updated to.
Each version of LineageOS is based on a corresponding version
of AOSP, but it is not necessarily based on the first release of that
AOSP version. LineageOS does not modify all of the repositories
used in AOSP. Since these repositories are still required to build
the source tree, LineageOS fetches them from the AOSP servers.
Fortunately, the exact AOSP version and release number for those
unmodified repositories is mentioned in the manifest file for Lin-
eageOS that contains the list of required repositories. We assume
that the repositories that LineageOS modifies are also based on
this documented release number, because it only makes sense for
LineageOS developers to include the unmodified AOSP reposito-
ries from the same version that modified repositories were based
on; otherwise, incompatibilities may occur.
Downloading repositories & identifying subsystems.We are only
interested in the mutual repositories between each version of Lin-
eageOS and its corresponding AOSP version, since there is no point
in studying repositories in LineageOS that do not have a corre-
sponding repository in AOSP and vice versa. After processing the
manifest file that contains the list of required repositories for each
version of LineageOS, our tooling automatically downloads the
mutual repositories between LineageOS and AOSP. It recursively
searches all sub-folders forAndroidManifest.xml, and considers such
folders as subsystems. Table 2 shows the number of Java subsystems
we analyzed for each comparison scenario.
Table 3: Most changed subsystems in AN and LinOS
Comparison Number of changed Number of changed Number of mutually
scenario subsystems in AN subsystems in LinOS changed subsystems
CS1 51 23 20 (86.96% of LinOS)
CS2 49 26 22 (84.62% of LinOS)
CS3 74 34 31 (91.18% of LinOS)
CS4 79 36 27 (75.0% of LinOS)
CS5 88 40 36 (90.0% of LinOS)
CS6 102 61 54 (88.52% of LinOS)
CS7 74 34 23 (67.65% of LinOS)
CS8 84 33 26 (78.79% of LinOS)
Performing the analysis. For each comparison scenario, we apply
our methodology in Section 4. For each subsystem in every compar-
ison scenario, we produce an output file that consists of the number
of methods in each of the three versions of a given comparison
scenario (AO, AN and LinOS), as well as the number of methods in
each overlapping category of changes, similar to Table 1.
6 RESULTS
We now answer our three research questions.
6.1 Frequently Modified Subsystems
In order to better understand the kind of changes AOSP or Lin-
eageOS undergo, our first step, reflected in RQ1, is to look at the fre-
quently modified subsystems. Table 3 shows the number of changed
subsystems by LinOS and AN in each comparison scenario. Col-
umn 2 shows the number of changed subsystems in AN , column 3
shows the number of changed subsystems in LinOS, and column 4
shows the number of mutually changed subsystems between AN
and LinOS as well as the percentage with respect to LinOS.
Table 3 shows that the vast majority of subsystems changed by
LinOS are also changed by AN . On average across the comparison
scenarios, approximately 83% of the subsystems changed by LinOS
are also changed by AN . This high number illustrates the extent of
the Android update problem. However, the fact that a subsystem
has been modified in LinOS and AN does not tell us anything about
the nature or extent of these changes. To better understand the
changes that subsystems undergo, we extract the five most changed
subsystems in LinOS and AN for each comparison scenario. We find
that there are at least two mutually changed subsystems between
AN and LinOS in all comparison scenarios. This suggests that AOSP
and LineageOS developers often apply a large number of changes
to the same Android components. To better understand why devel-
opers need to change these subsystems, we further investigate two
subsystems that seem to be commonly modified by both AOSP and
LineageOS developers, SystemUI and Settings.
SystemUI.This subsystem is responsible for core user visible com-
ponents that are generally accessible from any app, e.g. the status
bar, volume control sliders, etc. The status bar can be expanded
by dragging it down from the top of the screen. In the expanded
mode, it provides useful features such as the list of notifications
and quick settings. Since it is frequently used by Android users, it
makes sense that AOSP developers frequently make changes to it.
Many of LineageOS-specific features are implemented in this sub-
system, e.g., customizable quick settings. In Section 6.2, we discuss
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Table 4: Heat map of average proportion of change types across all comparison scenarios
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Identical 0.28% 0.4% 0.06% 1.25% 0.11% 0.1% 2.09% 0.31% 0.35% 50.19% 8.21%
Method Move 0.0% 0.01% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.05% 0.0%
Method Rename 0.0% 0.03% 0.0% 0.01% 0.0% 0.0% 0.04% 0.0% 0.0% 0.21% 0.06%
Method Inline 0.0% 0.0% 0.01% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.06% 0.01%
Method Extract 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.03% 0.01% 0.01% 0.69% 0.02%
Argument Rename 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.01% 0.0% 0.0% 0.02% 0.0% 0.0% 0.03% 0.0%
Argument Reorder 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.01% 0.0% 0.0% 0.02% 0.0%
Argument Add 0.04% 0.0% 0.0% 0.03% 0.0% 0.0% 0.18% 0.01% 0.0% 0.32% 0.1%
Argument Remove 0.0% 0.0% 0.01% 0.02% 0.0% 0.01% 0.07% 0.03% 0.0% 0.25% 0.03%
Argument Type Change 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.02% 0.01% 0.02% 0.1% 0.04%
Body-only 0.07% 0.05% 0.01% 0.46% 0.0% 0.03% 0.42% 0.09% 0.02% 16.09% 0.7%
Unmatched 0.02% 0.07% 0.01% 0.15% 0.02% 0.01% 0.46% 0.12% 0.02% 8.43% 6.67%
a method change sample from this subsystem which demonstrates
how LineageOS modifies the code to implement new features.
Settings.The Settings subsystem is the interface that lets users
reconfigure different settings in their Android device. There are
several options available in Settings, often grouped into categories
such as Connectivity or Display. AOSP developers often change this
subsystem to amend new features and improve the user interface of
existing items within each category. Settings in LineageOS includes
all options from AOSP, plus some additional LineageOS-specific
items that allow users to further customize their device. For example,
there is an option under the Battery category in LineageOS for
profiling CPU usage. Users can change this option to determine the
workload on the CPU and subsequently its battery usage.
Finding 1: On average, 83% of the subsystems modified by LinOS
are also modified by AN . Settings and SystemUI are the two most
commonly co-modified subsystems.
6.2 Overlapping Changes
In RQ2, we further study the types of changes that happen in
mutually changed subsystems to better understand the nature of
changes that are applied by AOSP developers, versus LineageOS
developers. To analyze this, we calculate the number of method
changes and their types among all subsystems for each comparison
scenario. Table 4 shows the average proportion of each change type
across all comparison scenarios. The rows and columns, as well as
the text colors, correspond to those in Table 1, making each cell
correspond to an overlap cell in Table 1. The number in each cell
indicates the percentage of the corresponding change overlap with
respect to the total number of changes in LinOS, as an average of all
comparison scenarios. Let us take the AO→LinOS:Body-only and
AO →AN :Body-only cell as an example. The number in the cell
indicates that on average, 16.09% of all methods that are changed
in LinOS had body-only changes in both LinOS and AN . For easier
visualization, the table is drawn as a heat map, where the grayscale
intensity of the cell background corresponds to the percentage
value in the cell.
The heat map suggests that the majority of the methods that are
changed in LinOS have body-only changes (Body-only column). Out
of these methods, most of them remain identical in AN . Specifically,
50.19% of the methods that were changed in LinOS have body-only
changes in LinOS but remain identical in AN . This is good news for
automatically integrating LinOS changes into AN , because there
are no overlapping changes in AN . Combining this information
with the information in Table 3, it seems that while there is a very
high overlap in terms of changed subsystems, there is less change
overlap at the method level.
Given that on average almost half the methods changed in LinOS
(50.19%) remain identical in AN , we further investigate this cell
from Table 4. We search for the subsystem with the most number
of changes in this particular category, across all comparison scenar-
ios. The packages_apps_Bluetooth subsystem in CS7 matches this
criteria. Out of 602 LinOS changes in this subsystem, 508 of them
remained identical in AO and had body-only changes in LinOS. We
randomly sample 20 of these 508 methods and manually inspect
them. We realize that for 17 of these methods, there is either a new
line added for logging an activity, or an existing line of code re-
garding a log message was edited. This suggests that the relatively
higher number of body-only changes to methods in LinOS in CS7
may be because of a new decision towards more thorough logging.
As Table 4 shows, the next highest category of changes is the
body-only changes in both LinOS andAN . To better understand this
category, we again search for the subsystem with the most changes
in this category. It turns out to also be packages_apps_Bluetooth, but
this time in CS8 with 170 such changes. Upon further inspection,
we realize that similar to the previous case, most of these changes
consist of adding a line for logging an activity in LinOS, while a
different body change has happened in AO.
In order to find a more interesting example, we picked the subsys-
tem with the second most number of changes for this category. We
find SystemUI for CS6 with 163 such changes. We look for changes
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LinOS
public void onDetachedFromWindow() {
super.onDetachedFromWindow();
+ mAttached = false;
getContext().unregisterReceiver(mTracker);
- mBatteryController.removeStateChangedCallback(this);
- getContext().getContentResolver().
- unregisterContentObserver(mSettingObserver);
+ if (mBatteryStateRegistar != null) {
+ mBatteryStateRegistar.removeStateChangedCallback(this);
+ }
}
AO
public void onDetachedFromWindow() {
super.onDetachedFromWindow();
getContext().unregisterReceiver(mTracker);
mBatteryController.removeStateChangedCallback(this);
getContext().getContentResolver().
unregisterContentObserver(mSettingObserver);
}
AN
public void onDetachedFromWindow() {
super.onDetachedFromWindow();
- getContext().unregisterReceiver(mTracker);
mBatteryController.removeStateChangedCallback(this);
- getContext().getContentResolver().
- unregisterContentObserver(mSettingObserver);
+ mDrawable.stopListening();
+ TunerService.get(getContext()).removeTunable(this);
}
Figure 3: Example method in AO from SystemUI subsystem that went through different body-only changes in AN and LinOS.
that reflect different body-only change overlaps. Figure 3 shows
code snippets from a sample method in AO that has gone through
body-only changes in both AN and LinOS. The code snippet pro-
vides an interesting insight on what kind of changes LineageOS
and AOSP make. This method belongs to the BatteryMeterView.java
class which is responsible for displaying the battery status in the
status bar. The method is called when the instance of the class
is destroyed. In AO, first the super method is called. Then, a re-
ceiver is unregistered. In the next line, the class is removed from
the list of callbacks in BatteryController. Finally, an observer is un-
registered. In AN , the statements that unregister the receiver and
the observer are deleted. However, calls to the super method and
BatteryController remain unchanged and two new lines are added.
Upon further inspection, we find out that the new lines are related
to new features in the new version of AOSP. In LinOS, similar to
AN , the call for unregistering the observer was removed. However,
unlike AN , the call to BatteryController was also removed and the
statement for unregistering the receiver was not removed. A new
statement was added in LinOS that removes the class from the list
of callbacks in BatteryStateRegistar class. After exploring the code,
we find out that BatteryStateRegistar is LineageOS’s replacement
for AOSP’s BatteryController and adds new options for customizing
the battery icon style, something that is not implemented in AOSP.
Finding 2: On average, 50% of changed LinOS methods have body-
only changes in LinOS and remain identical in AN . Methods with
body-only changes in both LinOS and AN make up an average
of 16% of changes in each comparison scenario.
6.3 Overall Feasibility of Automation
RQ3 looks at the more general scale, where we are interested to
know the percentage of all LinOS changes that have the potential
to be automatically integrated into AN . Based on Table 1 and our
reasoning behind each cell explained in Section 4.3, we divide the
aggregated analysis results for each comparison scenario into three
categories based on the potential for automation: Possible (Green),
Might Be Possible (Yellow), Not Possible (Red). Figure 4 visualizes
the aggregated results of the analysis for each comparison scenario.
As the plot suggests, the majority of changes in LinOS can automat-
ically be re-applied onto AN for most of comparison scenarios. On
average, out of all LinOS changes across each comparison scenario,
56% (median: 55%) of them belong to the Possible category, 28% (me-
dian: 26%) belong to the Not Possible category and the remaining
16% (median: 17%) belong to the Might Be Possible category.
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Figure 4: Number and Percentage of LinOS changed meth-
ods, categorized by feasibility of automatedmerging intoAN
for each comparison scenario.
Finding 3: On average, 56% of LinOS changes have the potential to
be automatically merged into AN . An average of 28% would need
developer intervention, while an average of 16% could potentially
be problematic.
7 DISCUSSION
This paper is a first step towards investigating the complexity of the
Android update problem, and the potential for providing automated
support for it. While we were mainly interested in the Android
OS, given its size and prevalence, the methodology we used for
investigating the problem can be used in other contexts. Our tool
chain can be used to investigate the changes that happened in any
Java software family where various variants of the software may
exist and updates in one direction often need to be made.
In specific to the Android update problem, our empirical inves-
tigation showed that while many subsystems are simultaneously
modified in LineageOS and AOSP, as many as 63%, on average,
of the methods changed in LineageOS are not changed in AOSP.
This is good news for solving the Android update problem. If we
generally look at all the non-problematic categories in Table 1, an
average of 56% of method-level changes in LineageOS can poten-
tially be automatically integrated with AOSP changes with every
new release. Our analysis of potential for automation was based on
numerous discussions by the authors of this paper on whether a
tool can handle the merge or integration without the developer’s
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input. We relied on the semantics of the change to decide on the
categorization of the overlap. This is because, as noted in the intro-
duction, there currently does not exist a single off-the-shelf tool
that can correctly and efficiently handle all the types of changes
we discussed in this paper. In order to advance the state of the
art and to develop tools and methods that can handle real-world
integration and merge problems, such as those illustrated by the
Android update problem studied, we dedicate the rest of this section
to discuss how we envision using or extending current tooling or
techniques to help with the Android update problem, as well as
similar problems in other domains or contexts.
7.1 ‘Possible’ Categories
In this section, we discuss how a practical tool could merge the
categories of change in Table 1 that have the potential to be auto-
matically merged. The techniques discussed here resemble a three
way merge, with AO being the base and AN and LinOS being the
other two branches. The idea is that a tool should apply both sets
of changes, from AN and LinOS, to AO. We only discuss the table
cells with unique combinations of AN and LinOS change types.
For example, if we discuss the (AO→ AN Method Move) and (AO
→ LinOS Method Rename) cell, we do not discuss the (AO→ AN
Method Rename) and (AO→ LinOS Method Move) cell.
AO→ AN Identical.We first consider the methods that were
refactored in LinOS (i.e. the method was moved, renamed, inlined,
extracted, or its arguments were renamed or reordered). Since the
method remained identical in AN , a simple textual merge, e.g., by
git, would be enough to apply the change to that specific method.
However, a more thorough way of merging the change is to apply
the actual refactoring to make sure that references to the method
can be updated accordingly. Since the change detection tools we
use, i.e., RefactoringMiner and ChangeDistiller, can already identify
the exact type of refactoring that occurred, refactoring parameters
can be provided to existing refactoring engines, e.g., in Eclipse [6]
or IntelliJ IDEA [8], to automatically apply the change.
Next, we discuss those methods that have an argument change
in LinOS (i.e. a new argument was added, and old argument was
removed, or the type of an argument was changed). Using textual
merge tools, the entire method in AN could be replaced with its
corresponding method in LinOS. At this point, the change is merged
with no textual conflicts. However, to avoid compilation errors,
references to the method also need to be updated. This can be done
using static analysis, where all calls to the method could be found
and updated to match the new method signature. In the case of
argument deletion, updating the references is straightforward. In
the case of argument addition, a candidate parameter can be added
to the method call by statically finding a variable with the right type
in that context. This is obviously a heuristic that may not always
work correctly. Another option is to use executable transformations
that are extracted from change distilling, similar to the technique
suggested by Stevens and De Roover [38]. This way, we can extract
an exact transformation script from the change detected in LinOS,
and execute the exact transformation on AO.
Finally, we consider the methods that have changes only in their
bodies in LinOS. Textual merge tools can simply be used to execute
the merge. Since there are no changes in the method’s signature,
there is no need to find and update the calls to the method. However,
there may be a risk of test failures due to the updated functionality.
AO→AN MethodMove.Using our change detection tools, the
refactoring parameters for the method move inAN can be extracted.
These parameters can be passed to a refactoring tool to reapply the
method move to AO. Now, if the same method underwent an argu-
ment rename or argument reorder change in LinOS, the extracted
refactoring parameters from the LinOS change can be updated to
reflect the new location of the method. A refactoring engine can
be then used to reapply the LinOS change to the method in its new
location in AO. If the change in LinOS was adding or removing an
argument, changing an argument’s type, or a body-only change,
textual merge tools can be used to replace the entire method in its
new location with the new implementation from LinOS. Finally,
the tool can utilize static analysis to update all references to the
updated method.
AO→ AN Method Rename. Similar to the previous category,
the tool can extract the refactoring parameters for the rename in
AN . Using a refactoring engine, this change can be applied to the
original method m1 in AO. Now, if part of m1 was extracted to
m2 in LinOS, textual merge can be used to integratem2 into AO.
Next, the modified body ofm1 in LinOS can be replaced with its
implementation in AO. Ifm1 had a different change type in LinOS,
it can be merged to AO similar to what we discussed in the previous
category.
AO→ AN Method Inline. Suppose that AN inlined the body
ofm1 intom2. In this case, only body-only changes tom1 in LinOS
can be automatically integrated. Textual merge can be used to inte-
grate the LinOS body-only changes ofm1 into AO. The refactoring
parameters from the AN inline change can then be extracted. These
parameters include the signature and position ofm2 thatm1 was
inlined into. Using the extracted paramters, a refactoring engine
can then be used to inline the updatedm1 intom2 in AO.
AO → AN Method Extract. Suppose that part ofm1 was ex-
tracted intom2 in AN . Two corresponding refactoring changes in
LinOS can be automatically integrated: argument rename or argu-
ment reorder. A tool could first apply the refactoring change from
LinOS tom1 in AO. The refactoring parameters for the method ex-
tract change from AN can then be provided to a refactoring engine
to extract the now updated body ofm1 in AO intom2.
AO → AN Argument Rename. This change type could be
merged if the LinOS change type is either argument reorder, argu-
ment type change, or body-only change. The tool can first merge
the LinOS change into AO using textual merge tools. If there were
any changes to the arguments in LinOS, the refactoring parameters
related to the argument rename change in AN should be updated to
reflect the change from LinOS. Next, the argument rename change
can be applied using a refactoring engine and the new refactoring
parameters.
AO→ AN Argument Reorder. If the method’s change type in
LinOS is body-only, the new implementation can be replaced in AO
using textual merge tools. Then, the method’s signature in AN , that
includes the new ordering of arguments, could be replaced with the
signature in AO. If the method’s change type in LinOS is argument
type change, it can be applied to AO using textual merge tools. Next,
the refactoring parameters related to the argument reorder change
in AN should be updated to reflect the new argument type LinOS.
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Using a refactoring engine and the new refactoring parameters, the
arguments can be reordered.
7.2 ‘Not Possible’ Categories
Unlike the previous category, the merging process of the methods
in this category cannot be fully automated. This is mainly because
the integration of the two changes in AN and LinOS can only be
completed based on the developer’s decision. For example, if a
method is deleted in AN and it is moved in LinOS, it is hard to
automatically decide if the method should be added back to AN or
if the method move should be ignored since the method is deleted.
A completely different resolution may also be decided by the de-
veloper. For example, she may decide to move the functionality
in the refactored LinOS method to a different method in AN . One
option would be to at least create some analysis that would calcu-
late potential options and show a preview of these options to the
developer. Once the developer decides, the change resolution can
potentially be automatically applied.
7.3 ‘Might Be Possible’ Categories
For these categories, automation depends on the details of the
change. For example, for a method in AO that had one of its ar-
guments renamed in AN and a new argument was added to it in
LinOS, automation might not be possible. More specifically, if the
name of the new argument in AN is the same as the new name
of the renamed argument in LinOS, automation is not possible.
However, if this is not the case, a tool may be able to automatically
merge these changes. Another case consists of methods in AO that
have undergone the same type of change in both AN and LinOS.
Integration of such changes can only be automated if the changes
are identical. For example, if a method in AO was moved in both AN
and LinOS, we can consider it as a change with possible automation
only if it was moved to the same location in both AN and LinOS. A
practical solution to changes in this category is to create a list of all
change combinations and determine the conditions under which
they can be merged automatically.
8 THREATS TO VALIDITY
We used LineageOS, an open-source community-driven Operating
System based on AOSP, in our study. While we cannot generalize
our findings to all other phone vendors, our methodology can be
applied to other variants of Android, such as proprietary code of
phone vendors. Moreover, LineageOS has a large number of active
users (50 million in 2015) and a community of more than 1,000
developers. We believe that these qualities render LineageOS as a
suitable alternative to a mainstream phone vendor for the purposes
of our study. Additionally, the findings of our study already illustrate
the problems that arise when independently modified versions of
the same software system need to be merged. When searching
for subjects, we did consider other variants of Android that are
actively maintained, but ruled them out for different reasons. AOKP
has a considerable number of users, but is based on LineageOS.
MIUI [9]’s source code was not entirely publicly available. While
Paranoid Android [10] is fully open-source, we found that it
does not have as many releases as LineageOS. Also, the number
of changes in each release were considerably lower than those in
LineageOS.
We only cover changes on the method-level. Although there
are other types of changes such as changes to classes and their
attributes, we believe that methods provide a good balance between
fine-grained changes and at the same time a meaningful evaluation
unit. Evolution studies at themethod level have also been performed
in several previous work [25].
The correctness of the method-level changes we identify re-
lies on the recall and precision of the tools we use: SourcererCC,
RefactoringMiner, and ChangeDistiller. The tools we use are well es-
tablished and have been previously used in several studies [30, 37].
Additionally, all tools have high reported recall and precision rates,
which we provided in Section 4. We manually sampled several of
their findings to verify that the tools work as expected.
Finally, we do not actually perform any merging or integration,
and accordingly, we do not analyze if our anticipated automation
may lead to build or test errors. Given the size of Android, any
merge attempt using current tools would most likely result in a
considerable number of conflicts and resolving them is a daunting
task. This is why we decided to first study the nature of changes
that occur. Our results show what kinds of change overlap occur in
practice, and can be used to guide efforts in improving automation
tools. As our next step in our future work, we plan to investigate
existing textual merge tools such as git, existing structural merge
tools [13, 14], as well as the combination of tools mentioned in
Section 7 to practically apply the integration and analyze the re-
sults [6, 8, 36, 38].
9 CONCLUSION
We performed an empirical study to understand the details of the
Android update problem. The problem occurs when a new version
of the Android OS is released, and phone vendors need to figure out
how to re-apply their proprietary modifications to the new version.
This leads to late adoption of the new version of Android by phone
vendors, which may lead to problems associated with using an
outdated version of the OS, such as security vulnerabilities.
By studying eight versions of a community-based variant of
Android called LineageOS, which we use as a proxy for a phone
vendor, we analyzed the details and overlap of the changes applied
in LineageOS versus those in Android. Based on the semantics of
the changes, we categorized whether the overlapping changes have
the potential to be automatically integrated or not.
Our results show that both LineageOS and Android often change
similar parts of the OS. We find that the subsystems related to
the settings in Android as well as the user interface are mutually
changed by LineageOS and Android. On the other hand, when
taking the semantics of the changes into account, we find that the
majority of overlapping changes (56%) have the potential to be auto-
matically merged. We discussed concrete automation opportunities
for all categories of change overlaps. Our results are a useful first
step for solving the Android update problem, and also for solving
the general problem of integrating independently modified variants
of a software system. The tooling we used is open-source and can
be applied to investigate overlapping changes in any Java system.
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